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By pressing the buttons and matching the sounds to the pictures again and again, children will

quickly and easily learn to identify colors and develop their speech. Children and parents will love

the bright photographs and questions to encourage learning on every page. Now with even clearer

audio!
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Roger Priddy's passion for educating children through fun, informative and engaging books has led

him to create some of publishing's most enduring and successful non-fiction early learning books.

Roger lives in London and has three children, who have been the inspiration behind many of his

best publishing ideas.

As a former nursery school director and child care provider and mother of two grown sons, I have

witness first hand the benefits of early learning. You can teach children from birth and these simple

color books are an easy way to teach the names of colors and objects. I bought this book for my

niece and she loves it, my brother says. The photos are charming. It is a good gift to give a new

parent and child to help learn their colors. Children can learn their colors by age two. The

Freakanomics researches indicated research shows that intelligence is related to how many books



are in the house. Love to give books as a present for young children.

This was a book for my 2 year old toddler. He's starting to learn about different colors. I like it that it

speaks "clearly" about each color. You can understand what its saying, unlike some other children's

book that seems like saying everything in the same tone, saying the same thing. The book is

hardcover and every page is hard paper. So your toddler cannot destroy this book, you are able to

pass it on to your next kid.

I am overall happy with it. It's not my daughters favorite but it is still aiding in teaching her colors. I

agree with the others about the voice. I wish it was slower and more clear.

This is for my great grandson to help him talk better. He loves playing with it. He pushes a button,

and says the color then my great grandson repeats what the book said.

Don't waste your money. I should have read the reviews more carefully prior to purchasing this. Like

many others, the sound is not working. I'll try replacing the batteries (I'm not feeling confident it is

the batteries though) before returning the item. If it is the batteries, that's just poor customer service

to sell a product with completely dead batteries in it.

My son is deaf and has a cochlear implant, so we got him this book to help him start associating

spoken words with signs he already knows. He loves it! He likes matching the correct button to the

page and likes signing all the colors he sees, while he's learning their English word equivalents. I'd

imagine this book is fun for all kids though! The words are pretty clear to hear too, not robotic or

mumbled like a lot of kids electronic toys can be. Great book-- we have others in this series now as

well.

i am a teacher for early child hood and elementry education and it is a great buy for teaching basic

colors, the kid can hear it and see it.

Purchased this book for my 12 month old granddaughter. I only had to show her twice how to use

the buttons. Even though she is so young she does know how to push buttons on her interactive

toys that she has had since she was old enough to be proped up in the corner of my sofa.I sat her

on my lap with this book and because she is so little I simply showed her to use her thumb to press



the button; she did and loves to sit with me and play (learn her colors).
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